
School Safety Drills, Why We Should Continue to Practice Them 

By Lt. Jon Quast and Dr. Roger Alvey 

 

Recently, a whitepaper was released titled “The Impact of School Safety Drills for Active 

Shootings.” This whitepaper brings to light a growing concern of potential negative effects school 

“lockdown drills” may have on students, faculty, and staff.  In respect of these concerns, we would 

like to advance the discussion of the positive outcomes conducting school safety drills provide for 

school administration, teachers, and students as they relate to their abilities and confidence to 

respond to school-related emergencies.  

 

The Law Enforcement Perspective from Lt. Jon Quast 

 

In years past, it was common for K-12 school administrators and police agencies to only have 

contact when there was an issue that needed to be addressed at their school.  There was little to 

no relationship present.  Conversely, today, school administrators and police agencies now have 

strong relationships and have built these relationships based on combined, coordinated efforts in 

regards to safe school practices, including active assailant training and “lockdown” drills.  

 

Back when I was a recently promoted supervisor of the Peoria County Sheriff's Office, I was 

tasked with responding to the local K-12 schools and building a better response plan for when 

and if an emergency occurred at a school. A common question from school administrators and 

teachers alike was, “What do we do in the event of an active assailant at the school?” This 

common question was the beginning of our local school active assailant preparedness program.  

 

All who read this article will probably agree that if an active assailant event were to occur 

anywhere in a K-12 school, we would want everyone within the school to obtain an A + + regarding 

their ability to respond effectively and save 100% of the lives at the school. This is why it was 

evident that through a partnership with the local police agencies, each K-12 school received 

training regarding how to respond to these types of incidents. Receiving training, however, does 

not effectively measure our actual level of readiness. This is where effective drills come into the 

picture.  

 

Each school has its unique differences. A school district may be consolidated into one major 

building with independent sections for grade school, middle school, and high school. Some school 

districts may be comprised of multiple independent school buildings within several miles of each 

other. The point here is “one size does not fit all.” Some schools are older and perhaps do not 

have all of the modern integrated technologies, whereas other schools have all of the latest bells 

and whistles. Without effective and progressive drills, the school administration and local law 

enforcement may not be able to identify where the weak points are regarding the school’s 

response to an active assailant event. If we, as a collective team, cannot identify those strengths 

and weaknesses, we cannot continue to do the positive things and fix those practices, procedures, 

and physical protective measures that need fixed.  

 

https://everytownresearch.org/school-safety-drills/
https://everytownresearch.org/school-safety-drills/


When we began conducting local active assailant (lockdown) drills, generally the school 

administrator would set an agreed upon date and time. This date and time would be relayed to 

the school staff members and they would take effective action. Also, the drill was initiated by the 

school administrator on the public address system. The problem was that the response actions 

were completed about 2 minutes prior to the actual drill. Local police agencies could not provide 

any constructive feedback because they did not actually witness any of the response techniques. 

All they knew was the doors were locked and the people were in “lockdown.”  

 

Fast forward several years---schools now feel confident in their abilities to respond to potential 

active assailant events because they have participated in localized training. This includes not only 

lectures, but actually going out into the school classrooms and hallways to conduct training and 

to utilize a drill system based on the training and level of competencies at each school. Some 

schools have opted for a higher level of stress inoculation training without students present. 

Higher levels of stress can be introduced into the environment so that they can experience some 

of the physiological stressors that will actually occur if a real event were to occur.  

 

The Educator Perspective from Dr. Roger Alvey 

 

Schools have engaged students in drills dating back to the 1950s when “duck and cover drills” 

were conducted in preparation for a nuclear attack as part of the Cold War. Today, we engage 

our faculty, staff, and students in a variety of drills throughout the school year. These drills include 

fire drills, bus evacuation drills, tornado drills, and earthquake drills. All of them include students 

as an integral part of a comprehensive school safety program.  School safety drills in the form of 

active assailant drills or lockdown drills are an important part of this effort.  It is critical that our 

students be as prepared as adults in schools in order to react appropriately in their absence, 

should circumstances dictate that.  Despite the low probability of fires, bus accidents, tornados, 

and earthquakes, schools continue to conduct drills in order to prepare students to react to 

environmental stimuli in rare, but stressful situations.  Lockdown and active assailant drills should 

be no different.  In my nearly 27 years in education, not once have I had a parent express concern 

to me regarding suspected trauma caused by any of these drills.  Likewise, I have never had a 

parent express concern about traumatizing their children by conducting active assailant or 

lockdown drills. Conversely, parents have thanked me for being proactive and progressive by 

conducting these drills annually. 

 

In my own household I have four children, ages 18, 16, 14, and 11. They have all grown up 

experiencing drills of all types.  All of my children attend Illini Bluffs District #327, and they have 

all participated in active assailant and lockdown drills as well.  Anecdotally, I have asked my 

children if they feel they have ever experienced trauma as a result of doing these drills.  

Emphatically, all of my children have indicated that they not only have not experienced trauma, 

but that they would like unannounced drills to be done during times of mass assembly, such as 

lunch or when students congregate as a student body in common areas waiting for school to start.  

Despite the chaos that would ensue, they have expressed this desire so that they can be prepared 

in the most stressful of times. 

 



We teach our students about situational awareness in their personal lives in public places (i.e. the 

movies, restaurants, etc.), as well as during the school day and during after school activities such 

as ball games, concerts, etc.  Likewise, we engage our students in dialogue during our active 

assailant and lockdown drills.  It is essential that our students are able to articulate their thoughts 

and to make wise decisions during the most stressful of times.  Conducting drills with students as 

participants creates a safety mindset and an options-based approach should stressful and chaotic 

events occur.      

 

An Example of Successful Level-Based Training - by Lt. Quast  

 

More often than not, the true first responders in an active assailant incident are the people that 

are present (school administration, teachers, and students), not law enforcement, fire, and EMS. 

This point then speaks to the importance of having a well-trained and tested response plan. 

Without effective drills such as the Active Assailant (Shooter) Response Drill, K-12 schools may 

experience failure at the critical time that they need 100% success. For this reason, Active 

Assailant Drills in K-12 schools should continue to be an accepted best practice and embraced 

instead of something to be nervous or afraid of.  

 

Schools and their respective local law enforcement agencies must have a way to effectively 

communicate their goals and expectations during a school safety (active shooter / lockdown) drill. 

Therefore, we created a progressive drill system based on the level of training received by the 

school’s personnel and their current level of competency. The levels started with crawl (Level 1), 

walk (level 2), run (level 3), and sprint (level 4).  Additionally, there is a Level 5 drill that not only 

tests the knowledge of school administration, staff, and students, but also reaffirms their ability to 

exercise the response options to an active assailant event.   

 

Level 1 is a basic drill in which everyone knows the time, date, and the type of drill that is being 

conducted. This type of drill was generally conducted at the onset of our school safety program. 

As the received level of training increases with those in the school, so does their level of 

confidence, as well as their competencies. With these increases comes the ability to conduct a 

higher level of drill with less warning as to when the drill is going to occur. Drill Levels 3 and 4 are 

where the true assessment of a school's abilities to implement response options are tested and 

we learn if their response policies, procedures, and protective layers are truly effective. The Level 

5 Drill is a training/drill in which the local law enforcement partners with the school staff and 

students to walk through the response options at the hallway and classroom level. The Level 5 

Drill is more than just words in a PowerPoint. This drill is two-way communication with staff, 

students, and law enforcement regarding how they can effectively utilize their emergency 

response options.  

 

It should be noted, the level utilized for an annual mandated school “lockdown” drill is decided by 

the school administrator, not the local law enforcement agency.  Please find an example of the 

drill levels used below.  

 

 



Example of a K-12 Active Threat Assailant Threat Drill Level System 

 

LEVEL 1      

● School Administrators, teachers, and staff are aware of drill date and time 

● Lockdown initiated at office level by PA or other means 

● School Administrator and officers in hallways during drill to observe response 

● Officers check all classrooms for issues and discuss with teachers and administrators 

LEVEL 2 

● School Administrators are aware of drill date and time 

● Teachers and Staff are given a general date and time when a lockdown drill will be 

conducted 

● Lockdown initiated at classroom level by police officer and randomly selected teacher 

● School Administrator and officers in hallways during drill to observe response 

● Officers check all classrooms for issues and discuss with teachers and administrators 

● Level 2 drill must be conducted at least once during transition time before advancing to 

Level 3 

LEVEL 3 

● School Administrators are aware of drill date and time 

● Teachers and Staff are given a general date and time when a lockdown drill will be 

conducted 

● Teachers and Staff are made aware of the manner in which they will be tested (Level 3) 

● Plain clothes police officer allowed into school by administrator 

● Plain clothes officer walks hallways and classrooms until challenged by staff member who 

should initiate a lockdown 

● Other officers remain hidden until lockdown announced, then begin checking classrooms 

as with past practice 

LEVEL 4 

● School Administrators are aware of drill date and time 

● School Administrator decides whether to notify teachers and staff of the drill being 

conducted (minimal notification highly suggested at this drill level) 

● Plain clothes officer walks hallways and classrooms until challenged by staff member who 

should initiate a lockdown 

● 911 emergency call is made (dispatch aware of drill) 

● School Administrator lets responding officers into school to locate and address suspect 

● Fire Department responds for tactical staging training and establishes a casualty collection 

point 

  



Level 5 (No Fail Training / Drill)  

● School Administrators are aware of drill date and time 

● School Administrator decides whether to notify teachers and staff of the drill being 

conducted 

● Plain clothes officer or designee teamed with school administrator walk to each room / 

area individually and approach the teacher with a scenario 

● Teacher chooses best option based on the scenario given (Run/Hide/Fight) 

● Teacher chooses first best option and conducts the drill 

● Officer and Administrator then change the scenario and the teacher then chooses the next 

best option (Run/Hide/Fight) 

● If the teacher is able to demonstrate good knowledge and minimal delay in decision 

making skills, the drill is stopped and they return to class after a short debriefing 

● Point to the Level 5 exercise to avoid the training pitfall of constantly "locking-down" for 

drills. We want the school staff and students to always choose the first best option and 

utilize the What's Important Now (WIN) decision making process. 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 


